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appear happen remove

arrange imagine share

care inform shout

carry invite support

check prefer travel

collect prepare try

damage protect warn

develop pull wonder

divide push accept

expect refuse agree
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�common regular verbs �

to move or take (something) away from a place. R.

6. to give information to (someone). I...

7. to hold onto and move (someone or something) in a particular direction and 

especially toward yourself. P...

8. to say that you will not accept (something, such as a gift or offer). R...

11. to harm or break something

14. to become visible : to begin to be seen. A...

16. to like (someone or something) better than someone or something else. 

P...

17. to look at (something) carefully to find mistakes, problems, etc., or to 

make sure there is nothing wrong with it. C...

18. to feel interest in something : to be interested in or concerned about 

something. C...

DOWN:ACROSS:

1. to have the same opinion. A...

2. to go on a trip or journey : to go to a place and especially one that is far 

away. T...

3. to have interest in knowing or learning something. W...

4. to separate (something) into two or more parts or pieces

7. to make (someone or something) ready for some activity, purpose, use, etc. 

P...

9. to agree with or approve of (someone or something). S...

10. to move (something) while holding and supporting it

12. to take place especially without being planned. H...

13. to think that something will probably or certainly happen: E...

15. to receive or take (something offered). A...
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something. C...

19. to make an effort to do something. T...

15. to receive or take (something offered). A...
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I don't ______________ about your little problems. care

carryingHe is _____________ his baby daughter in his arms.
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pulled

refused

share

happened

divides

expect

imagine

inform

prefer

prepared

checked

collected

damage

She _____________ her makeup in the mirror.

They ____________ information about the community.

Smoking can seriously ______________ your lungs.

The teacher ___________ the students for the test.

He _____________ the door open and ran out.
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What ______________ at school today?

I'm sure you can ______________ how I felt.

If he calls again I will _________________ the police.

I ______________ shopping online.

The river ________________ the town.

I ______________ to do well on the exam.

He _____________ the job.

I ____________________ an office with two other people.
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